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CORAS positions the DoD to aggregate & engage with their data for
Enterprise Decision Management, AI/NLP, Real-Time Analytics, & FedRAMP High Service

Your Enterprise Decision Management Platform
CORAS provides a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) Enterprise Decision Management Platform (EDMP) for 
rapid no/low-code digital transformation, highest security environments, and interactive data aggregation in 
real time. CORAS delivers leadership decision support tools across multiple use-case applications, reducing 
the mean time to decisions in real-time, and is designed for the unique mission and business challenges of the 
DoD. CORAS is cloud-based ready-to-use software that runs on any web browser, owns its entire software 
stack, offers FedRAMP High P-ATO security, IL 4/5 in process, and is currently running on the NIPR and SIPR 
networks. Customers own their own data and Ai models. 

Up and running in days, CORAS integrates and ingests disparate data from multiple sources, with no rip and 
replace requirements. CORAS provides centralized, advanced UI visualizations, bringing data to customers 
to facilitate ‘what-if/trade-off’ questions and deliver results in real-time. It is an easy-to-use interactive tool 
providing dynamic, self-service configuration, auto-aggregation and combines automations, collaboration, 
Ai/ML data discovery, workflow, and reporting visualizations.

Portfolio Optimization
Enterprise visibility, balancing, 
and optimization up and down 

departments

Enterprise Discovery
One-stop-shop for decision 

makers- interactive, real-time 
data at your fingertips

Product Management
Align products and prototypes 

with enterprise strategy

Cross-Functional Team 
Management

Bring teams together, align 
them with strategy, get more 

done

Budget Prioritization
Ensure the next dollar spent 

advances the mission

Real-Time Business 
Insights

Interact with data, people, and 
processes in real-time - no more 

educated guessing

Enterprise Strategic 
Alignment

Enterprise visibility to maximize 
strategy execution

Portfolio Rollup
Aggregate cost, schedule, risk, 
and performance data across 

the organization

The Decision Maker’s Decision Maker
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High

Strategic Asset Management
Dynamically visualize the Battle Force Inventory Plan over the next 30 fiscal years via the 
Sand Chart. View data from a 360-degree perspective: Classes, Hulls, Budgets, etc. CORAS' 
capability also provides strategic asset inventory, tracking projects with visualizations such as 
Capability Evolution Plans, Sand Charts, and Chiclet Charts. Users can engage in “what-if” 
scenarios to see impacts made to procurement schedules and gaps across years, adjusting to 
compare and assess results in real-time.

Science and Technology Portfiolio Visualization
CORAS' Science and Technology Visualization leverages our unique Ai/NLP capabilities to 
drive discovery and transparency across any desired data set. Leaders gain the ability to 
identify interconnections, redundancies, relationships, and inefficient use of funds for 
visibility across portfolios. CORAS arms Leadership with the necessary data to reallocate 
funds, make accurate budget cuts, and streamline mission-critical initiatives. 

The POM Tradeo�s
CORAS’ platform delivers ‘what-if’ and snapshot visualization tools in a centralized 
data repository for users to assess, balance, and report their budget requirement results 
in real-time. CORAS Ai capabilities compare requirement data across years to optimize 
funding decisions.  

Program and Portfolio Management 
Rollup program and portfolio management data encompassing schedule, budget / spend, and 
resource availability to form a holistic picture for decision-making. With the CORAS platform, 
Leadership gets a real-time corporate view of financials across all their programs and 
portfolios in real-time. 

 Program Requirements Management

Enable Informed Trade-off Analysis, 
Discovery, & Transparency

Future Fleet Architecture Integration

Project Portfolio Management

Proud to serve 
the US Navy & 
enable the 
warfighter. 
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